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摘  要 
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This paper investigated and studied Indonesia students’ acquisition of Chinese 
typical modal particle, “ma, ne, ba , a, de”, by questionnaire . As a result, it was found 
that there were different situations of Indonesian students’ acquisition; some were very 
familiar , some had high bias rates by analyzing the bias, and it was also found  that the 
bias had a strong regularity, and it was very useful for teaching and textbook design to 
reveal rules. 
There were rich modal particles in Indonesian, but they did not entirely correspond 
with the meaning and function of Indonesian and Chinese modal particle . It brought 
not only positive transfer but also negative transfer for Indonesian students’  
acquisition. In addition to comparing, the paper also analyzed <Chinese Course >and 
<short-term spoken Chinese > which was used by Xiamen University Overseas 
Education College for a long term, and found the shortcomings of existing textbooks, 
which explained the material factor on Indonesian students’ acquisition. And we found 
the complexity of Chinese typical modal particle is the key for Indonesian students’ 
acquisition by our analysis. 
Finally , this paper made some targeted suggestions for classroom teaching and 
textbook design .In classroom teaching , teachers should grasp the importance of 
grammar and the textbook design, guide the students to compare Chinese modal 
particle and Indonesia modal particle, while asking the students to pay attention to links 
between modal particle and a number of significance. It is advocated that attention 
should be paid to the systemic of the textbook, while increasing the amount of practice 
targeted according to Indonesian students’ acquisition . 
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偏误分析诞生于 20 世纪 60 年代末，科德（Corder）是偏误分析的 早倡导
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